
Maui X-Stream’s VX30 video solutions allow 

organizations to deliver streaming video to 

audiences connected to the Internet.  Utiliz-

ing either the VX30 Universal Streaming Solu-

tion (USS) for on-demand viewing of archived 

videos, or VX30 Video Broadcast System (VBS) 

for viewing by an IP network audience, VX30 

solutions deliver superb quality and ease-of-

use.  

VX30 Features Include:

Player-Less Viewing

 Player-like capability, with no player to down-

load or maintain on a user’s computer.  This 

eliminates the headache of constantly install-

ing, upgrading, or adding plug-in software to 

users’ computers.  There’s no need to decide 

which player to utilize -- with VX30 there is no 

need for a player.

Scalability/Server Technology

VX30 does not require specialized server con-

figurations or software to operate which helps 

save money, time and effort.   VX30 video 

files reside on-demand on the server and 

are linked to web pages just like a .JPEG or 

.GIF file.  A web server streaming VX30 video 

streams can support a much larger number of 

clients than a media server and continue to 

deliver standard HTML content.

Platform Independence

VX30 can be viewed from any Java-enabled 

web browser running on any host including 

Solaris, Linux, OS X, and Windows worksta-

tions.    

Easy-To-Encode

The VX30 encoder has an intuitive user 

interface.  Even a novice can quickly create 

the files necessary to stream video from a 

website. 

Video Compression

The VX30 family contains an MPEG 4 codec. 

The codec was designed to be used for Inter-

net video streaming, delivering high quality 

video streaming to users on dial-up and 

broadband connections alike. 

HTTP Streaming

 Because VX30 relies solely on HTTP, videos 

can be streamed from any standard web 

server. VX30 software can be used in conjunc-

tion with a content delivery network without 

having to make any additional configurations 

to the network. 

JavaScriptTM   Communication

All of the standard functions of the applet 

can be controlled via a JavaScript/Java bridge 

including stop, start, pause, volume control 

etc.  In addition, event listeners can be pro-

grammed for when the applet starts, stops or 

is paused.

CD Quality Audio

 VX30 uses AAC (Advanced Audio Coding), the 

new standard for high quality audio. AAC is 

used for a variety of technologies,  including 

Apple Computer’s iPOD.  

Educational institutions and organizations of all sizes are realizing the power of 

streaming video applications, whether it’s video-on-demand or live video broad-

casting over an IP network.  With a continuing increase in broadband connections 

by Internet-connected viewers, streaming video is exploding as the newest frontier on the 

Internet.  Media-rich content can now be delivered securely to IP-connected audiences, using 

Maui X-Stream’s VX30 professional video encoding features.
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VX30: Top Rated JavaTM-based 
Video Streaming Application

The Future Is Here…Today 

Overview

VX30 helps organizations

around the world reduce 

streaming media costs, 

yet dramatically improve 

the quality and speed of 

delivering media to both 

Internet and Intranet users. 

Key Business Needs

Delivering media-rich content 

to IP-connected viewers 

through Java-enabled browsers, 

eliminating the cost and complexity 

of third-party media players.

Key Business Benefits

Player-less viewing of video files 

leaving no footprint

No special server software or 

configurations required

Easy-to-encode and deploy/deliver 

media-rich content

Direct integration into web sites and 

specific pages

No fees for bandwidth or number of 

video files streamed by server

Customer owns software license with 

unlimited encoding

Business Results

The VX30 family of streaming video 

software products provides media-rich 

content to an IP-connected audience, 

taking burdens off both the viewing 

audience and the content creation 

staff, saving time, effort and hosting 

costs.  
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Zoom Capability

Unlike other video players, VX30 video can easily switch between inline, 

windowed and full screen viewing. This is done without having to restart 

the video and it does not require a separate video file for the large 

screen version. In addition, when in a windowed mode, the video can be 

resized to the user’s preference.

Bandwidth Detection

 The VX30 Java player applet has built in bandwidth detection algorithms 

that automatically choose the best quality video stream for a client’s 

network capability. This relieves the end user from having to make con-

fusing choices about which video version they should see. Eliminating 

the need to present multiple options to the user also makes deploying 

video easier for the web developer. 

 Secure SSL Video Streaming

 Video streams can be sent over SSL (Secure Socket Layer) for highly 

secure transmission. In addition, VX30 software can be delivered directly 

off Apache, one of the world’s leading web server software packages, 

thus ensuring the security of streamed content.  

Encode Once, Play Anywhere

 The VX30 video stream plays through a small Java applet that is down-

loaded to the user’s computer at the beginning of the session.  Today, 

over 90% of the world’s browsers are Java-enabled, as well as a great 

number of wireless devices.

Raise Productivity and Reduce Costs

VX30 helps organizations to streamline video delivery processes, raise 

productivity with media-rich content, and reduce costs and complex-

ity. Because of the flexibility and high-quality output of VX30 encoded 

video files, major universities and corporations are considering the VX30 

family of products.  Significant cost savings can be achieved, as there is 

no server software component and VX30 requires no special software or 

configurations on the server.  VX30 is sold as a software license with no 

additional fees or charges for bandwidth or number of video streams.  In 

addition, VX30 offers the advantage of a patented, player-less technol-

ogy using Java that is destined for Java-enabled browsers, which consti-

tutes over 90% of the systems on the Internet.  VX30 helps organizations 

to streamline video delivery processes, raise productivity with media-rich 

content, and reduce costs and complexity.

Products

Sun JavaTM Enterprise System 

Sun FireTM  X4500 Server 

Leveraging Sun Open Platforms

VX30 leverages the Sun Java Enterprise System and Sun’s leadership in 

open systems to enable total distribution of media content to a large 

and growing audience. VX30 is a leader in open, flexible, non-proprietary 

video streaming architectures, contrasted with proprietary, third-party 

media players that require upgrades and maintenance.   VX30 provides 

the scalability and reliability to drive the streaming video marketplace, 

and the technology to leverage the power of the Internet. 

Sun Education and Research 

Sun seeks to help customers build the Digital Campus, a unified campus 

network in which individuals can interact and collaborate in a seamless, 

secure personalized environment. We’ve dedicated ourselves to provid-

ing people with all the tools they need to participate in the environment 

— no matter where they are— allowing them to reap the benefits of the 

Participation Age. 

To find out more about Sun’s technology and solutions

for Education and Research, visit www.sun.com/edu 
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